£f(x ) = 1 2f"(x) + (d-1) 2x f'(x).
By transience, we must have d > 2 and this condition is assumed throughout this article without further mention. Moreover, the domain of the above generator is exactly all real-valued functions, f , which are twice continuously differentiable on (0, oo) Let It °--infs~t Xs and Mt --° Xs. Future infima processes such as I occur quite naturally in a variety of situations: see Aldous [A] for an application to random walks on trees. Furthermore, when d = 3, 1 appears quite naturally in Pitman's theorem: 2It -Xt is a Brownian motion. For the latter, see Revuz and Yor [RY, Thm. VI.(3.5) [Y] . General extensions of Pitman's theorem to transient diffusions appear in the work of Saisho and Tanemura [ST] .
In an earlier paper ( [KLL] Therefore, almost surely,
From now on, t > 0} denotes the natural filtration of the process X and for any measurable A C C([0,oo)), PX (A) 
Proof. By a gambler's ruin calculation,
by Lemma 2.1. On the other hand, by another gambler's ruin calculation,
by Lemma 2.1. By the strong Markov property, P(E(s) n E(t)) = P~(~(t) u ( s1/J ( s ) )) . ~t~~(t'~(t)) _ 00). tn+k03C8n+k tn= e k ( 1 -/ 0 3 C 6 ( t n + k ) ) 1, since c ~ (0,1). This means that Lemma 2.2 applies. More precisely by Lemma 2.2, for all k > 1 and all n large, P ( E ( t n ) E ( t n + k ) ) = P ( E ( t n ) ) P ( E ( t n + k ) ) 1 1 -( t n 0 3 C 8 k / t n + k ) d -2
(1-e2-d)-1 P(E(tn)P(E(tn+k)), For if we proved (2.6), (2.5) implies the following:
' 0 3 C 6 ( t ) .
( 1 -I t M t ) 0 3 C 6 ( t n ) .
( 1 -I t n M t n )
= 0 3 C 6 ( e -1 t n + 1 ) .
( 1 -Itn Mtn) K 0 0 3 C 6 ( t n + 1 )
.
(1-Itn Mtn)
K 0 K . 0 3 C 6 ( M t n ) . ( 1 -I t n M t n )
= 0, tn / for some Ko > l~ since p is slowly varying. As this proves Theorem 1.1, it suffices to prove (2.6). It is pointed out to us by Marc Yor that (2.6) can be obtained as a consequence of Chung's law of the iterated logarithm. We shall provide a direct proof for the sake of completeness.
Recall that for any c > 0 there exists some K = K (c) > 0 and T(c) > 0, so that for all t > T(c), > ~"~(~). Since p is increasing, by standard calculations for any c e (1/2,1), and all T(c), P ( 0 3 C 6 ( M t n ) K -1 0 3 C 6 ( t n + 1 ) ) P ( M t n~tcn+1) ( t 1 / 2 n t c n + 1) ec .
-exp(-n(c-0.5)), which sums. An application of the easy half of the Borel-Cantelli lemma proves (2.6) and hence finishes the proof of the theorem. 
where the penultimate line follows from the fact that t ~ cp(t) is assumed to be decreasing. This development implies the existence of some ~N --~ 0, such that
By the lemma of Kochen and Stone [KS] , (2.9) and (2.10) together imply
Hence, by Kolmogorov's 0-1 law, P(E(n), i. (2.12) lim inf 0 3 A 3 N n = 1 0 3 A 3 N -n k = 1 P ( E ñE n + k ) ( 0 3 A 3 N n = 1 P ( E n ) ) 2. property, for all n, k > 1, + P ( I 0 3 C 3 ( t n ) tn03C8n , tn03C8n I 0 3 C 3 ( t n + k ) t n + k 0 3 C 8 n + k ) =(tn03C8n tn+k )d-2 + Ptn(03C3(tn03C8n) 03C3(tn+k)) .Ptn+k(03C3(tn+k03C8n+k) ~)
. P t n + k 0 3 C 8 n + k ( 0 3 C 3 ( t n 0 3 C 8 n ) = = Ti + T2.
Evidently, there exists some K > 0 such that for all n > 1, T1 L ikewise, T2 is estimated as follows, T 2 = t d -2 n + k -t d -2 n t d -2 n + k -( t n 0 3 C 8 n ) d -2 03C8d-2n03C8d-2n+k(1-(tn03C8n )d-203C82-dn+k) 203C8d-2n03C8d-2n+k KP(En)P(En+k).
Hence there exists some K > 1 such that for all k and n satisfying case (1), we have P(En n En+k) K . +1P(En+k)). Since a similar estimate holds for k and n satisfying case (2), (2.12) follows from the fact that 03A3n P(En) = ~. This proves Theorem 1.4. 0
